Skatetime Basketball
Materials: Basketball, Skates, Safety Equipment, Basketball Court, Jerseys for Teams
Game Play:








Modifications:





Students will participate in a 5v5 basketball game. Team sizes can be modified
according to class size.
Teams can be separated using teacher discretion
Teams will play a full court 5v5 basketball game while the next two teams of 5 are
waiting on the sideline keeping score for each basket made, and assisting their teammates
on the court by passing them the ball after a made basket or rebound.
After each change of possession (either a made basket or rebound) the player who gains
control of the ball on the court MUST pass the ball to one of their teammates waiting on
the sideline.
After the ball is reentered into the playing court by one of the sideline players, the ball
MUST be passed 3 times before a shot can be attempted.
Teams will play for a 2 minute running clock time period trying to score as many points
as possible during that time.
After 2 minutes, the two teams of 5 playing will rotate with the next two teams of 5 who
were waiting on the sideline
The two new teams of 5 will then play a 5v5 game of basketball for a 2 minute time
period before rotating again.

Larger size rubber balls instead of basketballs
Size of teams (5v5, 6v6)
Period of time for game play
Number of passes before a shot can be attempted

Skills Learned:




Students will play the game of basketball using fundamental skills of the game (dribbling,
passing, shooting) while skating.
Students will demonstrate balance while in the field of play
Students will demonstrate safe skating throughout the game
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Example: Modified game for class size of 30 students.

Team A skates and shoots to the right.
Team B skates and shoots to the left.
The other Team A & B team members wait on their
respective sidelines keeping score. They are responsible
for passing the basketball down to the frontcourt during
change of possession.
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